
July 24, 2021 

 

This afternoon I’m going to tell you a story, a mystery story. It’s about the Waltham Model 57 

lookalike, the James Russell pocket watch. First, I’ll tell you why it is a mystery, if you don’t already 

know it, then I’ll present some clues that help solve the mystery in my opinion. Finally, I’ll claim my 

partners and I have solved the mystery and why. You might not believe me, but I hope, at least you will 

agree, I have told a good story. 

The complete JR story is on my website at the above address, including a myriad of background details 

and research events in chronological order. To spare you boredom and sleepy eyes, I'll just cover 

highlights today, but, of course, critical key facts that unlock the mystery. 

I will, however, be relying on familiarity with the history of the American Watch Company. You know, 

when Aaron Dennison and Edward Howard started the Boston Watch Company in 1850 in Roxbury, 

Mass, financed initially by the rich clock guy, Samuel Curtis. The company moved to Waltham in 1854 

and went bankrupt in 1857, called insolvency then.    [NS factory sketch] 

Howard and his financial partner, Charles Rice, lost out on bidding for the company at auction and went 

back to Roxbury taking inventory from the factory, perhaps more than they should have. Dennison 

found financial partners, in particular, jeweler and watch importer Royal Robbins, to keep the company 

in Waltham. It started as Tracy Baker & Company, then Appleton Tracy & Company, followed by the 

American Watch Company. This slide is a sketch of the Waltham factory in 1858.   [NS intro slide] 

I will be calling upon information in my related monograph, Origins of the Waltham Model 57. It too is 

available online at the above address without the word JamesRussell. 

The James Russell appears to be an early custom or private label version of the so-called American 

Watch Company Model 57 pocket watch, after the watches being manufactured at Waltham starting in 

1857. Indeed, this is how I originally treated the JR when I first encountered it in 1996. It was called a 

Swiss fake in a NAWCC Bulletin as far back as 1960. However, the JR is much better than most Swiss 

or English fakes. I will describe later a couple superb Swiss fakes. 



 

Early on in my research, fellow researcher Michael Edidin sent me his James Russell #20145 for hands 

on examination. It is shown here. “James Russell & Co, Hartford Conn”. In my hand I would have 

sworn it was a Waltham Model 57 until I got a close look. Many of the parts look correct, others were 

not exactly the same as Waltham parts. A great copy! Or was the movement remanufactured? And why? 

To date, I have recorded 34 surviving James Russell movements, plus additional dials. Here’s the list 

from my website. [NS] 

 

This slide is probably too small to be able to read much, especially the source of the information. More 

important, about half the movements are listed as L for low grade, the rest as H for high grade; to be 

explained in a moment. Some of the movements show only the last three digits of the serial number on 

the barrel bridge. You have to look inside on the pillar plate to see the full five-digit serial number. 

Based on surviving rates approaching 10% for early Walthams documented in my Origins monograph, 

hundreds of JR movements were made. Clearly this was not an extemporaneous activity.  

Let’s look at another James Russell, #21147. [NS] 



 

About half of the known movements have a hidden stud for the hairspring under the balance bridge. 

That is, they look like an 1859 P.S. Bartlett M57 grade. Sorry, the photo is a little blurry.  

And their dials have Roman numerals with the signature in a curve. Also note, the signature on the 

movement is in script facing the edge; again, like the P.S. Bartlett grade.  [NS] 

 

 

Shown on the right of this slide is a 11J P.S. Bartlett movement #17053 to compare with the Russell. 

However, this particular Bartlett has fake jewel settings and a fake compensating balance (i.e., closed) 

not wanted on a James Russell. The 11J Russell has 2mm garnet jewels burnished into the plate. I 

wonder where the watchmaker got the 2mm garnet jewels. 

We know this JR is, specifically, a circa 1859 P.S. Bartlett lookalike because the parts are tracked in my 

Origins monograph.  I’ll bring up a page from the Bartlett data table from the monograph to explain. 

[NS] 



 

You need to see my monograph for all the details in these data tables. Movements that have been 

entered are listed by serial number on the left column with their various features listed across the top; the 

approximate date when they were made is on the right column. The last row is for the Bartlett shown in 

the previous slide. 

For now, the M/F column is for miscellaneous features. The entry “np” is for not-pinned plate; “E” is for 

top plate encircles the barrel. Assuming the JR movements either copied Bartlett parts or are based on 

them, they had to be based on parts after August 1858 or so, because before, they would have had 

pinned plates, which would be seen on the previous page if I showed it. 

Also, they had to be based on parts before June 1860 because later they would have had an exposed 

hairspring stud. The entry “SU-H” is for sprung under hairspring with hidden stud; pages later show 

exposed stud. 

Let’s look at another James Russell, #20716. [NS] 



 

The rest of the known James Russells look very much like an early Appleton Tracy & Co grade Model 

57; again around 1859. The signatures on all of these dials are in a straight line versus curved as before.  

The JR signature on the movements is in block letters in a wave facing the center; that is, like the 

Appleton Tracy grade.  

This higher-grade JR is also a circa 1859 lookalike because its copied Appleton Tracy parts had to be 

before June 1860 when the serial number was moved from the barrel bridge to the top plate. Also, the 

sprung under balances seen here were converted to sprung over around June 1860. This information is 

documented in the Appleton Tracy data table in my Origins monograph.   [NS] 

 

 

Shown on the right of this slide is an Appleton Tracy movement to compare with the Russell, including 

real jewel settings secured with 3 screws for the third and fourth arbors where most lookalikes have 2 

screws. 

The James Russell watchmaker clearly produced two distinctive grades of watches with characteristic 

dials. Where jewel count is known, the higher-grade movements are 15J whereas the lower grade 

movements are either 7J or 11J. 

Most of the dials on the higher-grade JRs have Arabic numerals in a serpentine script. [NS] 



 

The fancy dial on the left is the dial on JR #20145 that was on the opening slide. The dial on the right is 

from Appleton Tracy #6716, made Dec 1858. Note the signature is in a straight line. 

There must be a Waltham connection here. These JR dials have the same Arabic style numerals as dials 

on early Waltham Appleton Tracy grade Model 57s, as shown here on the right. Examples of AT Arabic 

dials are given on my website with dates ranging from 1858 to 1860. The James Russell watchmaker 

clearly wanted to embellish his high-grade watches. 

Although an 1859 lookalike, there is evidence that the James Russell was actually an 1860s watch; in 

fact, specifically 1862 according to two known examples (2 is all I’ve got). The cuvette on the case 

housing Russell #331 (not shown) is inscribed Nov 26 '62. The other example is for JR #20242.      [NS]  

The original owner, William D. Ross, quote “carried this watch all through this civil war", end quote. 

This statement is written on the bottom of the box carrying his watch. 

 



Written on the top of the box, shown here, in part is, quote, “was at the surrender of General Lee's 

army", end quote. Mr. Ross mustered in the Civil War on August 28, 1862. Of course, we don’t know 

when these watches were actually purchased, although likely sometime 1862. 

So basically, this is important, the James Russell movement looks like Waltham 1859, but marketed in 

1862. This is one of the keys that unlock the JR mystery. Circa 1859 watch, sold circa 1862.   [NS] 

Interestingly, each JR movement has a subassembly serial number stamped on the parts like the 

Walthams have, but the sub-number is not from the visible movement number on the barrel bridge, 

although a different number is also stamped on the parts which does match the movement number; all of 

which makes one think "remanufactured Walthams". Shown here is the pillar plate view for #20146. 

 

Note the two numbers 38 and 20146 where the '38' is in the standard M57 location for its subassembly 

number. There are no hand-made scribe marks on the plates for locating arbor holes. Even if the James 

Russells were intended to look like Walthams, there would be no need to make internal parts that are not 

visible to look exactly like Waltham parts. For example, shown here are same style 1st series click, 

oblong ratchet bridge and long bridge. Not shown here, the cantilevered potance under the top plate that 

holds the bottom balance arbor is another example. The number 38 is even stamped under the long and 

ratchet bridges; also, on the underside of the top plate. These examples give evidence that whoever made 

James Russell movements might have started with Waltham factory parts with matching sub-numbers. 

Just before when the Boston Watch Company went insolvent, on February 2, 1857, an inventory was 

taken of the contents of the factory. Fortunately for us, this inventory was written in a detailed document 

which was submitted in an insolvency court case. The document survived in court archives. Here is 

image of the first page. [NS] 



 

The inventory consisted of a vast amount of watch parts, around 100 partial movements and 1,170 

frames. Frames were partially finished pairs of plates apparently already stamped with serial numbers. 

The term “frames” must have included their attached parts like pillars, barrel bridge, balance bridge, 

third-wheel (long) bridge and potance because these parts are not otherwise listed in the parts inventory. 

There is evidence that JR barrel bridges were modified to remove the original serial number on top 

because their thickness varies from side to side on three examples I have investigated so far, whereas 

factory parts are consistently flat; moreover, both “Waltham” and JR numbers are stamped on their 

undersides, whereas factory bridges have no underside numbers (because the full number is on top). 

This explains finding fully completed frames in JR movements with their attached parts stamped with 

corresponding sub-numbers. I don’t know why the JR barrel bridges have the underside numbers; they 

seem unnecessary. Perhaps it has to do with the process of modifying the part. 

Note, this is another key that unlocks the JR mystery. That is, the better part of a JR movement 

corresponds exactly with a Waltham movement. 

From the beginning of researching the JR watch, I have been reporting how similar the JR plates and 

related parts are to the Waltham Model 57, actually mostly identical or near identical. The internal parts 

are more difficult to examine, and I have not said much about them. Shown here is a picture of the JR 

escapement from #20146.     [NS] 



 

The picture is a little blurry, but not bad taken with my phone. I haven’t used my digital camera for a 

long time. Note the blunt-end escape wheel. What I mean by “blunt-end” is the shaft of a tooth is 

squared off where the end of the tooth is the same size as the shaft. Also note the three spokes join the 

outer wheel at the base of the teeth. Here is picture of the actual factory part. [NS] 

 

The JR escape wheel is a perfect copy. Here is picture of the factory M57 lever. [NS] 



 

The JR lever is a perfect copy. A side lever with English style closed pallets. 

With assistance of contributors, including Jeff Marcus (NY), who has seen and restored more JRs than 

anybody, we have investigated the train and escapement of over six examples of JR movements over the 

full range of JR serial numbers to compare with the Model 57. The best I can tell, these parts are 

identical with the Waltham parts. That is, the parts are Waltham’s English style side-lever with closed 

pallets and the blunt-end escape wheel. 

The design of the Waltham escape wheel evolved over time with the production of the Model 57.  [NS]  

 

Shown here are the four types of escape wheels as described in my Origins monograph. They are 

pointed-tooth ratchet escape, blunt-end tooth, toe-end tooth, and the basic club-tooth. 

Bringing back the previous data table for P.S. Bartlett movements [NS]. 



 

One of the features I tracked in these data tables is the escapement, when I was lucky enough to get the 

information. Note the escape wheel is the blunt-end type during the years around 1858 and 1859. Now 

looking at a corresponding table for Appleton Tracy & Co movements [NS]. 

 

Note again the escape wheel is the blunt-end type during the years around 1858 and 1859, with a couple 

toe-ends. The toe-end is hard to distinguish from the blunt-end and might be misreported. Regardless, 

the blunt-end is predominant.  



The coincidental fact that Waltham employed the blunt-end transitional design for the escape 

wheel around 1858/1859 just when the James Russell watch was created, is a main key that 

unlocks the JR mystery.       [NS] 

I need to point out that the teeth with flat ends on Waltham’s escape wheel is not a unique feature. 

Indeed, other escape wheels exist that are called blunt-end. I contend that the specific shape of 

Waltham’s escape wheel with square shafts is unique. Not necessarily better, just specific to Waltham.  

 

We know from the insolvency papers that the Waltham watch factory was making its own escapement in 

1857, but that was the then conventional English-style side-lever with closed pallets and ratchet pointed-

tooth escape wheel. Although the transitional escape wheels could conceivably have been obtained 

elsewhere, I believe for independence from the European companies copying Waltham, the factory 

made the transitional escape wheels as well. Moreover, James L. Baker, Waltham's escapement maker, 

was reported in June 19, 1857, Waltham Sentinel article, that he stayed with Royal Robbins’ new 

company at Waltham. 

We investigated a lot of 1860s watches; American, English and Swiss, and found no evidence of a non-

Waltham source for “Waltham’s” blunt-end escape wheel. The word lot is a bit of an understatement. 

Although many examples are given in my online JR web page, this is an area for a challenge because the 

number of possibilities seem endless.     [NS]  (picture of a Rotherham watch) 

The investigation was also an educational experience for me. For example, I never heard much before of 

the Rotherham Watch Company, which dates its heritage back to Coventry, England, in the year 1747. 

Rotherham was a vibrant company sending quality watches to America even before 1850. Although 

Rotherham could have been a source for watch parts, they could not have supplied Waltham with 

escapements because they relied on the ratchet tooth even into the 1880s.   [NS] 



Getting back to the subject at hand, I do have a superb Swiss fake of an Appleton Tracy watch with 

matching case. I had to take it apart; its escapement is a great copy. 

 

As you can see, its blunt-end escape wheel is indeed a great copy, but not perfect as shown next. [NS] 

 

On closer view as shown, the pinion and arbor on the escape wheels are different. The left wheel is from 

JR #22899 (same for JR #20146 which I confirmed); the right wheel is the AT fake wheel. The pinions 

on the 4th wheels are also different (not shown). Ditto other internal parts. Although multiple copies 

were presumably made, this excellent fake watch is basically a one-of-a-kind lookalike, and therefore 

not a source for escapement parts, nor a James Russell watch.  [NS]  (photo of a Shawmut movement) 



Contributors Michael Dayton (CA) and Michael Harrold (MA) sent two Shawmut Watch Company 

movements for detailed examination. The Shawmut is also an excellent Swiss lookalike, but with a toe-

end escape wheel. I’m not describing it here in the interest of time. Again, not a resource for Waltham. 

Okay, I’ve got the James Russell watch pretty well defined. The question is, who made it? A number of 

possible candidates are covered in my online JR web page. However, Chris Carey, my good friend and 

fellow researcher, and currently president of the New England Chapter 8 of NAWCC, has been adamant 

from the very beginning it was Aaron Dennison, the co-founder of the Boston Watch Company.  [NS] 

 

Aaron Dennison was an abolitionist. We expect Dennison wanted to make watches for union soldiers 

who were fighting for the freedom of slaves. Apparently, Dennison was not a good technician and 

mechanic, and many historians beat him up for this, which I think is undeserving. I see Dennison as an 

entrepreneur and visionary, a leader. He was dedicated to his beliefs. So, did Aaron Dennison 

orchestrate the James Russell product line to prove his idea? 

Dennison had expected to have an ownership position in Royal Robbins’ new watch company after the 

Boston Watch Company went insolvent, but instead he had to accept an employee position. He was, 

though, superintendent from 1857 to late 1861. From time to time, Dennison was accused of failing to 

perform various duties. He also was accused of promoting a new lower priced watch for the war trade 

against Robbins’ instructions while Robbins was in Europe on honeymoon. This was the Wm Ellery 

watch. The so-called soldier’s watch. Dennison was dismissed from the American Watch Company in 

December of 1861.  

I originally thought Dennison was too busy to be involved with the James Russell, and I had a hard time 

accepting Chris’ theory. After being fired from the Waltham factory, Dennison got involved with the 

Tremont Watch Company. 

However, one day while re-reading Philip Priestley’s 2009 monograph published by NAWCC, Title: 

Aaron Lufkin Dennison, An Industrial Pioneer and his Legacy, on page 25 he says, quote “Between 

leaving Waltham in December 1861 and the end of 1863, the nature of Aaron’s employment is not 

recorded” end quote. Let me repeat, there is no record on what Dennison was doing from late 1861 to 

late 1863! Oh, convenient. Priestley provided the main key that unlocks the JR mystery.  Dennison 

had opportunity, as well as motive.  [NS] 



As superintendent, Dennison had ample opportunity to obtain watch parts, maybe rejected parts from the 

company. Although not made public, maybe this was the real reason Dennison was fired. Perhaps he 

was prototyping the James Russell watch while promoting the Wm Ellery watch in the company. 

 

Shown here is a 11J James Russell on left compared with an early 11J Wm Ellery. The JR is based on 

1859 parts; the Ellery on 1862 parts, actually February ’62 for this example. One glaring difference is 

that the index is applied to the James Russell plate while it is engraved on the Ellery plate. This feature 

was added to previous Walthams late 1858. I’m inclined to believe that all frames were premade the 

same, predrilled for 7 jewels, possibly up through year 1859; plate jewels and engraving were added to 

plates during final production. Since the metal index strip already existed in 1859, it was easier for 

Dennison to apply the index than to engrave it. In fact, it was applied over the signature on early low-

grade JRs.    [NS]  (Dennison photo) 

We can speculate how and when Dennison got his James Russell business started. He probably moved 

his prototyping activity out of the factory when the Wm Ellery production started in 1861. Perhaps 

anticipating his eventual firing, he setup the JR business as a cottage business operating out of homes. 

I don’t know if it was one home or multiple homes. The business was not actually making movements. It 

was mostly assembling, fitting and adjusting movements from factory parts. Nevertheless, gilding must 

have been a problem for Dennison, as poor as it was. Engraving and fitting were likely done by different 

people. Screws might have been problematic for Dennison. They are not listed in the insolvency 

inventory. His tradesmen might have had to make or obtain their own screws and tap holes. Although 

there might have been some toe-end escape wheels in JR movements, all we’ve seen are blunt-end 

wheels which existed only about a year in production. I think Dennison acquired excess stock blunt-end 

escape wheels from the factory when the factory transitioned to the toe-end design in 1860. Heck, they 

could have been still laying around in a box somewhere in the factory in 1861. This idea might be a bit 

of a stretch, especially because he was selling watches in 1862. So, bottom line, I need you to put on 

your imagination hat to accept my theory. 

Reviewing some history, Dennison traveled to Europe twice for the watch company to obtain watch 

parts and watchmaking techniques like gilding, jeweling and dial enameling. First in 1850 for the 

BWCo; second in 1857 after the insolvency auction to Prescot and Liverpool, England. Dennison 

undoubtedly established important contacts and knowledge during these visits. Surely, at least he could 

have enticed a few employees to moonlight on the James Russell.  [NS] 



It looks like maybe upwards of 400 JRs or so were made and sold between 1861 to 1863. The numbers 

do seem reasonable, though. Let’s look at this chart. Contributor Joseph Brown (MA) tabulated the 

company's production by grade and year for several years. I believe he did this for the Waltham Watch 

Company exhibit at the Charles River Museum of Industry 

 

Shown here is Brown's summary table for the full-plate Model 57 production. Years on the left vertical 

and movement grades on the top horizontal. Tracy Baker & Co, Appleton Tracy & Co, PAR = Parkers 

(forerunner of P.S. Bartletts), P.S. Bartletts, and so on.  

In 1858: 820 ATs were made, and 6,458 Parkers and Bartletts;  

in 1859: 2,210 ATs, and 8,877 PARs/PSB;  

in 1860 1,071 ATs, 8,950 Bartletts.  

There must have been an ample supply of rejected frames and parts, including escapements for 

Dennison to obtain, especially in 1859. A rejection rate of only 3% in 1859, the pivotal year for JR, 

would have provided enough material for the JR production. 

Another interesting observation from Brown’s table is this. The factory produced 303 Wm Ellery 

movements in 1861, 7,960 in 1862 and 17,670 in 1863. The James Russell watch was a success, but so 

was the Wm Ellery which quickly overran the JR. Having proved his creation, Dennison moved on to 

new adventures in 1863.  

Also note that the factory was practically shutdown in 1861 with only 1,733 Model 57s made. Actually, 

the focus then was on the lady’s watch. The quiet factory might have made it easier for Dennison to get 

employees to moonlight on the James Russell and to salvage rejected parts from prior years. 

Dials must have been made outside the watch factory, probably as an independent operation because 

dials were not listed in the insolvency inventory documents. Michael Edidin has an Appleton, Tracy & 

Co. advertising circular dated February 1858 where the it was offering custom dials on order. [NS] 



 

Shown here is the accompanying letter in part. Dials for $1.50 plus 50 cents for the name. Dennison 

would have had access to this dial resource. He clearly took advantage of his ability to order dials with 

Arabic numerals in a serpentine script style for his high-grade JRs to make them stand out. 

Interestingly, this letter also introduces the P.S. Bartlett in early 1858, “at a price so low as to be within 

the reach of all classes.”  A 7J Bartlett with plain dial and steel balance in a silver OF case could be 

purchased for $18. Remember this number. 

Hairsprings and mainsprings were also not listed in the insolvency inventory documents; presumedly 

they were ordered from European supplier(s) from which Dennison could order as well for JR 

movements. I wonder, did he buy them from the well-known Yates business in Liverpool or from 

Rotherham in Coventry? 

Let’s look where Dennison could have gotten crucial help. Famed watchmaker Jonas G. Hall worked for 

the AWCo from 1859 to 1862. Hall made many watches, mostly when he was in Montpelier, VT. At 

least two, #23 and #45, have Model 57 appearances, but nothing like the close lookalike #42904. [NS] 

 

Shown here are top and pillar plate views. This watch looks very much like an early P.S. Bartlett M57 

with under sprung steel balance, hidden stud and engraved index; except it has 4mm translucent jewels 

in real jewel settings secured with 3 screws. It has the standard M57 train, 3-arm blunt-end escape wheel 

and enclosed English style pallets. I am convinced it was made with at least some factory Model 57 

parts.  



 

The case is dated 1861 when Hall was still employed at the AWCo. Hall would have been available to 

Dennison for assistance, not as Dennison’s watchmaker because he was quite busy, but probably for 

training and advice for solving technical difficulties. Perhaps Hall’s watch shown here was a JR 

prototype for Dennison to show him how it could be done. Apparently, Hall had enough spare time in 

1861 to make this watch while the factory was slow, although he designed the 10 size lady’s watch then 

for the company. 

Samuel Curtis, reported nephew of clockmaker Aaron Willard, Sr., was a renowned maker of clock dials 

with a business in Boston. Curtis painted similar Arabic dials as found on James Russell movements, but 

much earlier than 1858.   [NS] 

Many clocks are known to have his label affixed to the back of their dials, title Curtis Manufactory.  

 

Shown is a Curtis dial on Jonathan Billings, Acton, Mass, striking banjo clock, with heavy iron Arabic 

dial, Circa 1825.     [NS]  (portrait of Samuel Curtis) 



Samuel Curtis was born in Roxbury, MA, October 17, 1785. He painted clock dials on metal, 

manufactured them and became very successful selling clock dials and mirrors. He even operated an 

1840s iron foundry in Boston. He financed the Boston Watch Company initially, but lost his wealth 

when the company went insolvent.  

After being badly burnt by the insolvency of the BWCo, Samuel Curtis most likely would have been 

willing to assist Dennison with his JR venture. He probably promoted the fancy Arabic dials, but more 

importantly, he had a network for distributing his clock dials. This network would likely be useful for 

watches too. In fact, James Russell watches have surfaced from cities all over the country and even in 

Canada. 

Actually, Dennison’s main distributor might have been Israel P. Libbey, a jeweler in Washington, DC, 

who was lobbying Dennison in 1861 for low-priced watches for the war trade. Charles Moore, in Timing 

a Century, says Libbey set the price point at $12 to $18 (not clear if this includes a case). Presumably 

JRs were sold in this range. Actually, Clint Geller (Civil War Timepieces) says a $30 range is more 

likely including case. 

Now, for the final key that solves the JR mystery in my book. 

On July 6, 2000, at the NAWCC National Convention in Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia, 

Roy Ehrhardt showed me his A.L. Dennison #16817 Model 57 lookalike pocket watch. [NS]  

The movement looks like a 7J P.S. Bartlett circa 1859; the Serial Number Ledger lists its S/N in a batch 

801-820 as nameless. Shown is my picture of the movement taken by shaking hands with an old digital 

camera in a busy mart floor in July of 2000. 

 

Note sprung under hairspring with hidden stud and applied index. The applied hairspring anchor is a 

repair. The style of the Dennison signature is consistent with a PSB, and although orientated correctly, 

the engraving on the barrel bridge is similar but still different from early AT movements.  



Roy had previously sent me detail pictures of movement parts, including the escapement. [NS] 

(both side views) 

 

 

 

The escapement is an English style side-lever with closed pallets and with a blunt-end escape wheel. 

Oh, how interesting.  

At the time I didn’t know what the watch was, maybe some kind of so-called employee watch at the 

factory. I sure do now, it is Aaron Dennison’s prototype of his future James Russell pocket watch! 

Thank you, Roy!  

 

 [NAWCC-S] 

?{I still have a vivid memory of Roy. Some say he was cranky, not with me. Also, a memory of Philip 

Priestley. I swear, he was a man in constant motion. Roy and Philip have a major part in my JR story. 

Same for Joe Brown. Joe was with me in my home office going over some watch stuff when the planes 

struck the towers in Manhattan. You can be sure I will never forget Joe.}?  

I know my JR story is speculative and circumstantial. I could be wrong. My partners, Chris Carey and 

Michael Edidin, could have been much less forgiving to let me tell my story. Well, if it is just that, a 

story, I hope you enjoyed it.  


